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Feast your eyes on a dozen gorgeous quilts specially selected from America's Best-Loved Quilt

Books! Included is a pullout instruction booklet with complete step-by-step instructions for each

project, all at a great low price!* Discover projects from popular designers such as Kim Diehl,

Cynthia Tomaszewski, Sally Schneider, and Karla Alexander* Explore scrappy quilts, folk-art styles,

fusible applique, patchwork borders, and more* Indulge in fabrics ranging from bold brights to

nostalgic reproduction prints
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The 2011 quilt calendar with patterns only has five that I would consider making. Usually all twelve

are ones that I like but not this time. As usual, the calendar has large squares to keep track of daily

life. Each quilt is shown on a full page and the bottom has a full page for the calendar. This page

also contains a month before and month after smaller calendar.A tear-out section at the back gives

complete instructions for each quilt. It has the quilt size, materials, needed, and cutting and sewing

directions. There are plenty of graphics to guide you along and a how-to section on assembling and

finishing the quilt. If templates are needed, they are provided as well. The back two pages of the

calendar itself give general directions plus tips on how to do applique.

Always buy this for my aunt every year,,she taught me how to quilt and now I think she looks



forward to it. I bought it online this year because they are hard to find and now even cheaper to buy

online. Shipping was fast and inside the calendar are the patterns so it's a very nice and like a 2 for

1 gift.

This is a gorgeous calendar with much inspiration. Any quilter would be thrilled to receive this as a

gift. Non-quilters will also admire the quilts. They're folk art. Everyone needs a calendar and to be

able to view a new quilt with each turn of the page for each month would be a special treat. What's

even better is that there are instructions to make each quilt. Where else can you get 12 patterns for

less than the price of a book? This is a definite YES.

Can always depend on this calendar to be a pleaser. It has been on our daughter's Christmas list for

3 years now. She has been quilting for about 5 years and really enjoys this calendar because it is

traditional patterns and includes great patterns/instructions. It is on a nice quality paper.

The best quilting calendar out there. This is probably my 15th year with this calendar. I love it and

the free patterns that come with it.
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